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The fight being billed as the “largest proxy fight ever” may 

cost up to $60 million before all is said and done. On one 

side is prominent activist investor Nelson Peltz; on the 

other side is Procter & Gamble. Despite pushback, boards 

targeted by activists may find that activists’ resources for 

battling information overload make their board candidates 

surprisingly efficient directors. 

Peltz’s firm, Trian Partners, has taken a 1.5% stake in P&G 

and is pushing for a seat on the company’s board to try to boost its underperforming stock. Peltz 

claims P&G’s “slow-moving and insular” culture is hindering product innovation and dampening 

sales growth. As support for his argument, Peltz points to the 5.1% return to P&G’s shareholders 

since the beginning of the year — while competitors Unilever and Colgate-Palmolive have returns 

of 29% and 12%, respectively. 

P&G’s board has taken a defensive position in response to Peltz. P&G’s chairman and CEO, David 

Taylor, argues that Trian has a “fundamental misunderstanding” of the company, and that adding 

Peltz to the board could “derail” ongoing efforts to improve shareholder returns. Of course, the 

defiant stance of P&G’s board to Peltz is understandable, but there may be at least one reason 

why P&G would secretly welcome his presence on the board. 

At a recent corporate governance conference in New York City, Peltz’s son, Matthew Peltz, 

boasted that corporate directors of their target companies are saddened when their firm’s 

representative eventually steps down from the board. Surprisingly, the younger Peltz claims that 

fellow corporate directors come to rely upon the vast and valuable resources, such as analyzing 

and assessing financial materials, that firms like his bring to the boardroom. Considering the reality 

of the modern boardroom, he may be right. 
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Activists Provide Help Deciphering Data 

In a scene that repeats itself almost a half-dozen times a year at every publicly traded corporation, 

“board packages” are prepared and disseminated to their corporate directors — sometimes no 

more than a week before a board meeting. These packages are typically more than 1,000 pages 

long and replete with detailed reports. 

When one considers that most board members in the S&P 500 serve on more than one board and 

that more than half of today’s board members are also active executives, this information overload 

in the boardroom is nothing short of alarming. P&G’s 11 directors serve on an average of 2.63 

public boards; the average directorships for S&P 500 board members is 2.01. 

In Alvin Toffler’s Future Shock, the American writer and futurist says that “when information 

overload occurs, it is likely that a reduction in decision quality will occur.” While board members are 

certainly well compensated for their work, it is nevertheless fair to ask just how much information 

board members can adequately process without compromising their ability to make appropriate 

decisions on behalf of the shareholders they are charged to represent. In this deluge of 

information, from time to time critical issues may be missed and important questions may not be 

raised. 

In this context, it is easy to understand Matthew Peltz’s comments. What we don’t see in the public 

campaigns of activist investors are the backrooms filled with MBAs from Wharton, Stanford and 

Harvard. These people pore over the board packages of their portfolio companies. Thus, when 

their firm’s board representative walks into the board meeting, he or she is armed with a package 

that has been dissected in excruciating detail, ready to ask management the analytical questions 

that may not be evident to other overwhelmed directors. 

Though an activist investor may assuage directors in this age of information overload, board 

members cannot abdicate their fiduciary duties to another director. Activists hold a small 

percentage of corporate board seats in the U.S. Therefore, the underlying risk of data deluge in the 

boardroom that is borne by both directors and shareholders cannot be solved through activist 

investors. 

The only true way to mitigate the risk of information overload in the boardroom is to ensure open 

dialogue with management so that board members aren’t inundated with superfluous information. 

But don’t be surprised if P&G’s directors quietly breathe a sigh of relief if and when Nelson Peltz 

walks into their boardroom for his first meeting. 
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